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June 23, 2017 

Tokyo, Japan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Toshiyuki Namai’s English extraordinarily upgrades the quality 

of the two, reason and sensibility you have. 

 

Toshiyuki Namai 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This special reading material rationally guides you to a more essential direction for you 

to be “a genuine rational existent” standing upon earth. 

 

No explanation is necessary for you to know that your English has been dramatically 

improved by your instructor, Toshiyuki Namai through receiving his original lessons. 

I’m very much sure that you already came to recognize and understand such fact 

without a doubt. That’s why you are ardently studying various matters here in this 

Ginza sanctuary continuously right now. 

 

This time, I’d like to teach you more decisive matters for the sake of building your 

cultured bilingualism in the future. You are now privileged to receive more essential 

guidance that Toshiyuki Namai’s English extraordinarily upgrades the quality (stage) of 

the two, reason and sensibility you have. 

 

Needless to say, you are receiving the ultimate instruction in the world from your 

instructor here in this Ginza sanctuary, Tokyo, Japan. No professional educator does the 

same instruction here in Japan or in the world. Therefore, everything regarding this 

matter hinges upon whether you have “some sort of insight” to reasonably recognize and 
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understand the matter. Obviously, you need a certain ability to grasp the matter as a 

cultured individual yourself intellectually sharpened. 

 

There are two crucial matters in the lessons given by your instructor for the sake of 

building authentic culture in you. The one you indispensably need at any cost as a 

human being is to be trained by him in order to extraordinarily improve the quality of 

reason you have. The other is to be trained by the same to improve the quality of 

sensibility you have as well. 

 

Usually, the first-year and second-year students at this school, English Hills, Ginza 

don’t understand that the students are gradually trained to particularly improve the 

quality of the two, reason and sensibility they unconsciously have based upon the 

educational spirit the instructor possesses. Because there is no such educational 

institution which gives the students the same here in Japan or in the world. 

 

You are again guided to know that there is no educational institution in the world like 

this school you are currently concerning and coming to for your intellectual sake. 

Fortunately or unfortunately, it is the reason why the students cannot understand this 

fact smoothly. Because there is no comparison in the world as to the quality of 

instruction given here at this school. If you are a stereotypical person, it is very difficult 

for you to understand this fact reasonably. The stereotype you have unfortunately 

disturbs you to smoothly understand this clear fact recognized. 

 

But, now, you are clearly informed that you have been extraordinarily trained to 

improve the quality of the two, reason and sensibility you have as a human being who 

exists in this civilized society on earth. The wise understand that they are privileged to 

be trained for the improvement of the two, reason and sensibility they have by their 

instructor. 

 

Reversely, the unwise don’t understand the fact and reality regarding the above matter, 

even though they experienced already through receiving the lessons for one or two years 

themselves. The reason the unwise don’t understand anything regarding the matter is 

that they are impervious to the fact and reality recognized, even though they have 

experienced though receiving the lessons already as a matter of the very reality of 

reality (ironically, “Ignorance is bliss”). 
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I hereinafter give you the guidance for your intellectual sake. The appropriate way to 

receive the lessons given for you to extraordinarily improve (upgrade) the quality of the 

two, reason and sensibility you have is as follows: 

 

<1> For you to be trained to improve the quality of reason 

 

1 You are inevitably required to continue cleansing and purifying yourself every day 

every night as a prerequisite. 

2 It is necessary for you to reasonably understand that superficial knowledge is 

absolutely powerless. 

3 You must deliberately distinguish the concept of reason from the concept of logicality 

(reason surpasses logicality). 

4 You need to keep your spontaneous enthusiasm in order to receive wisdom in the 

lessons as a gift given intellectually. 

 

<2> For you to be trained to improve the quality of sensibility 

 

1 It goes without saying that you are intrinsically required to continue cleansing and 

purifying yourself in your 24 hours day after day as your prerequisite to do so. 

2 You need to definitely distinguish the concept of sensibility from the concept of 

vulnerability deriving from self-centered ego and preconceived ideas. 

3 You are guided to organize the vacuous sphere (the immense scale of vault) for you to 

sensitively feel something essential in listening to Toshiyuki Namai’s English. 

4 It is necessary for you to experience what is called “spiritual stimulation” in your 

heart in listening to Toshiyuki Namai’s English. 


